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Causes

Winter injury or winter drought can he caused by
several factors. Naturally, the more factors, the more
severe is the damage. Also, the longer an evergreen is
exposed to any of the causal factors, the more severe
the damage will be.

Winter injury or winter drought has these most com
mon factors:

1. Lack of plant tolerance. All species of evergreen
trees and shrubs are susceptible to winter damage,
but some are more tolerant than others. Deeply
rooted species are more tolerant because they can
extract water from the soil depths.
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You should irrigate shallow rooted species twice
in the fall just to be certain that ample water is
available to the plants.

3. Improper fertilization. Avoid an application of
nitrogen-containing fertilizer late in the summer,
because nitrogen stimulates top growth. Rapid
growth of evergreens in the fall prevents them from
"hardening-off' before winter, thus increases their
susceptibility to winter injury or winter drought.
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4. Rapid change in temperature. On warm, sunny
winter days the sun's reflection from the snow into
the foliage of an evergreen plant can result in a



temperature as high as 70°F. When this occurs the
leaves or needles are stimulated into activity, and
transpiration from them exhausts the available
water in the leaves, needles, and even the twigs.
Such conditions are common when the plant is lo
cated at a south or southwest exposure. Even with
out a snow cover, plants with such exposures are
subject to intense sunlight during the day.

If the soil is frozen evergreens may suffer even
more because water uptake and translocation are
reduced drastically. The leaves, needles, and twigs
are unable to continue their normal activity and
soon die.

Providing some type of protection from the sun.
such as a dark wooden fence or a burlap covering,
will shade the plant and reduce moisture loss by the
plant. Planting deep rooted conifers to shield other
evergreens from intense winter sunlight also is of
benefit.

Poor location of plantings. Plantings adjacent to
white or aluminum sided structures may suffer
extreme darriage. The reflection <•: the sun's ra>s
from tin- structure to the- plain he^t.s ih* air in the
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6. Drying winds. Plantings at windy sites suffer
particularly from the drying winds common to parts
of Idaho.

7. Late spring frosts. These frosts can injure or kill
the expanding leaf or needle buds. Usually this con
dition will not show7 until later in the spring when
other shrubs and trees have partially leafed out.

Alleviating the Damage

Every effort should be made to prevent winter
injury or winter drought by heeding the suggestions
listed previously.

Severely damaged shrubs and trees may require
extensive pruning or leshapmg. or they may need to
be removed and replaced Les^ damaged plants may
only require earlv spung irrigation and fertmzatior
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